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Landmark GeoGraphix Discovery 2014 WinALL 1DVD Collection of Leica CloudWorx and ForensicMAP 1CD PSSE plug-ins. Leica Graphix Deep-Earth in DigiTimes: â€œThe GG4 and GG2 PTZ cameras were introduced in October 2011, but only now the company has introduced an enhanced series that includes the Leica GG3, Leica Globe and Leica M4, while optimizing all functions for captivating photos from any shooting position In 2014, the company introduced
many new technologies for the Rear Camera (Rear Camera) series, such as the specially designed SmartX2 illuminator, hybrid motor, 3-axis gimbal, automatic camera switch, two lenses (Leica M8 and Leicaflex), advanced shooting capabilities , battery life, support for high-definition video, etc.At ISE 2015, the company announced an update to one of the most popular and best-selling digital backs in the world, the Leica XF1/EF, and the 1DX Platinum line, which includes the
Apex Touch, HF1, HZ1, RX1 models. This year is also the year of the expansion of the Leica Professional range, which means the release of the new Leica Professionals M10 camera and the Leica P2 wide format camera. Also this year, the company introduced a new panorama function based on Osmo Zeiss technology: all cameras in the Leica SpotMax series will be equipped with this receiver. In 2015, the company acquired Leica Automation. From 2015 to the present, the
main focus is the management of the revolutionary generation of OmniVision Leica Camera Technology (OMVLT) industrial 3D glasses with revolutionary hot-swap lens technology. Omni4iX is a camera with gigantic image quality and a 50 million pixel sensor, a high-definition camera with superior optics, and an Expeed Lens module for creating high-resolution panoramas. Omnivision is a digitally unique sensor designed to offer high quality images that can be processed in

minutes, with outstanding shooting technologies including adaptive autofocus, monitoring of all three light beams during the shooting session.
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